Computational fluid mechanical evaluation of steady-flow energy losses in cardiac valve prostheses.
A form of the general integral energy conservation equation is applied to the case of steady flow through a rigid control volume bounded by stationary walls and fixed inflow and outflow control surfaces. The total energy loss due to viscous dissipation in the control volume is then defined as the change in mean (pressure + kinetic energy + shear stress energy) quantities between the inflow and outflow surfaces. Computational fluid mechanical modelling can then be used to provide the extensive flow field data necessary to calculate the integral means of the total energy components--not only at the inflow/outflow surfaces, but throughout the control volume via a series of "cutting surfaces" progressing from the inlet to the outlet. This allows interchanges between the various forms of energy to be examined and provides an insight into the mechanisms responsible for these interchanges. Two illustrative examples are presented: laminar flow through a specially designed ball-occluded conduit valve in a long conduit run, and through a caged-ball annulus valve mounted in a ventricle-aorta model. Analysis of the results suggests that a new energy loss parameter be defined--a "valve only" loss, calculated by subtracting the total energy loss for the system with the valve absent, from the total energy loss for the same system with the valve in place. This developed concept of "valve only" energy loss has the potential of standardising the findings of different research groups by removing the arbitrary selection of measurement points from reported results.